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MINIMIZE RISK
AUTOMATIC QUALITY CONTROL

INFORMATION FOR:

EXECUTIVES, DEVELOPERS, TECH LEADS, ARCHITECTS, QA, SUSTAINMENT, BASIS, VENDOR MANAGEMENT

Don't wait for something to break.
Contact us for a no-obligation,
free code assessment or demo.
info@linxoft-solutions.com
+1.604.944.8001

Your ERP is the nervous system of your organization, and you rely on
vendors, development staff, team leads, and third parties to keep it running
smoothly and efficiently, all the time.
CodeExcellence's industry-leading suite of products helps optimize your SAP
installation by introducing controls and governance in your development process.
Whether the team is distributed or agile, CodeExcellence will help introduce
consistency and accountability to minimize risk and eliminate hazards in production.

Monitor the Development

Empower the Developers

Control the Process

Whether your team is next door or on the

Hawkeye APOD helps Developers effortlessly

Hawkeye Transport Control (TC) helps Tech

other side of the world, Hawkeye Monitor will

conform to corporate requirements, with easy

Leads identify dependencies, errors, or

continuously monitor all development,

access to documentation about each rule.

quality issues before releasing transports.

all the time, to highlight hazards that will harm

The result? The entire team will apply best

With Hawkeye TC, each project team can set

the business.

practices consistently to every line

up automatic quality gates and understand

of ABAP code.

exactly what needs to be done for smooth
releases to QA and Prod.

Stabilize Production

Using built-in SAP functions, Hawkeye Unit

Eliminate Landscape
Inconsistencies

Test Monitor (UTM) provides Developers

The last thing you want is to find out that

telecoms, this new add-on to the Hawkeye

and Tech Leads with ABAP code coverage

some services are unavailable during

product line continuously monitors production

statistics. UTM highlights exactly what was

QA after transports are already released.

statistics to help identify disruptive custom

tested and what remains to be tested to

Hawkeye Landscape Consistency (LC)

code and develop an intelligent strategy to

ensure all branches, procedures and methods

exposes any inconsistencies between

remediate legacy code violations.

are covered.

different systems in a landscape to eliminate

Tighten Up Unit Tests

these unpleasant surprises.

Co-developed with one of Canada’s largest

